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Snowmobiles
The last wilderness
is calling!

LAST YEAR’S CHAMPION
WINS AGAIN.

We're happy to repeat something we already did last year: namely, to say thank you.
So many thanks to the readers of “auto-illustrierte” for voting us best brand in the lubricants category for another year. It’s a compliment that makes us very pleased and proud.
And will spur us on to make our products even better in future. www.motorex.com
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REPORT

We all spend a large portion of our lives at work. For many of us, work is much

On the job 24 hours a day: Sleepless in Lucerne

more than just a way to earn a living. At MOTOREX, most of our employees
are following a calling, a commitment to lifelong learning and self-improvement. Today’s big BUCHER MOTOREX family consists of over 250 people. In
a free market economy, being an attractive employer is crucial. Our recent
participation in the Swiss Arbeitgeber Award confirmed that MOTOREX
is one of the best employers in Switzerland today. The award is based
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EXPORT

on an employee survey carried out at nearly 100 participating companies.

The new MOTOREX air ﬁlter range

Everyone at MOTOREX was thrilled when we were recognized as an attractive, modern employer. But we have no intention of resting on our laurels
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NORDIC

after this accomplishment. On the contrary, we see it as an important

The last wilderness is calling!

foundation from which to serve our customers in the best possible way.
After all, it is our employees who make the key difference.
We’re certain that Edy Bucher, whose five decades of tireless dedication
made MOTOREX an international success among family businesses, would
feel the same way. With deep sorrow, we said farewell to our former leader
and Chairman of the Board on October 4, 2012. The obituary on page 21

INDUSTRY
18

HK Precision Parts:

details the impact Edy Bucher had on MOTOREX.

Swiss quality, made in the USA
The importance of good employees as a key success factor is further
underscored in our profile of a Lucerne taxi company. Around the clock,
taxis provide a service none of us would wish to do without and one that
many of us rely on for our work.
Enjoy your reading!
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS
ETHANOL BOOSTER?
NO PROBLEM!
Ethanol is a form of alcohol derived
from biomass that is mixed with
gasoline in different proportions. For
example, E10 indicates 10 % ethanol,
while E85 is 85 %. Everyday unleaded
95 also often contains up to 5 %
ethanol. In the presence of water
condensation, ethanol has a
tendency to separate from the fuel
mixture, which can lead to oxidation.
ETHANOL BOOSTER fuel additive
prevents separation,
meeting a timely need
by ensuring optimum
combustion. Especially
during lengthy down
times, ETHANOL
BOOSTER prevents
separation, improves
starting performance,
helps remove water
and protects the fuel
system against
corrosion. ETHANOL
BOOSTER can be used
with any two-stroke
or four-stroke fuel
containing ethanol.

UCI WORLD MOUNTAIN BIKE
CHAMPIONSHIP IN AUSTRIA
From August 29 to September 9, the towns of Saalfelden and Leogang in
Austria’s Salzburgerland were the epicenter of the mountain biking world.
MOTOREX was at this year’s world championships both as the organizer’s
ofﬁcial lubricant supplier and as sponsor of renowned riders and teams
including the Swiss Cycling Team – which promptly carried off a historic
haul of medals. With six gold, two silver and two bronze medals, Switzerland confirmed its place as the dominant nation in MTB world! See the
enclosed 2012 Racing Report for further results.

RACING REPORT 2012
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MOTOREX COUNTS TO THE BEST
EMPLOYERS OF 2012

MOTOREX DOESN’T MAKE JUST PRODUCTS.
BUT ALSO WORLD CHAMPIONS.
MOTOCROSS

3

Italy: Pasta, Amore and
Motocross

ROAD RACING1

11

15 podium ﬁnishes in
17 races

BIKE

16

World Champion
at the premiere

It has been another excellent season for drivers and
riders who use MOTOREX. Their achievements this
year include no less than 11 world champion titles.
See the enclosed 2012 Racing Report for more information,
or check it out online at: www.motorex.com/racing
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Each year the Swiss Arbeitgeber

competition, providing plenty of

Award recognizes the best employ-

information for the decision. We are

ers in Switzerland. Any business

extremely proud that MOTOREX has

with over 100 employees is eligible

been chosen as one of the 30 most

to compete. Nearly 100 companies

attractive employers in Switzer-

with over 22,000 employees were

land. The recognition is testament

considered for the 2012 Award.

to MOTOREX’s belief that only happy employees can keep customers

Over 200 MOTOREX employees

happy and loyal in the long term.

filled out questionnaires for the

www.swissarbeitgeberaward.ch

SHERCO CHILE RUNS ON MOTOREX
French Enduro and trial motorcycle manufacturer
SHERCO, currently represented in some 50 countries
worldwide, is something of a best-kept secret among
insiders. In Chile the ofﬁcial SHERCO importer, a longtime MOTOREX customer, will be competing on a
SHERCO SR 450 in the 2013 Dakar Rally starting January 5, 2013. Next year’s Rally will again be held in
South America (Peru, Argentina and Chile), ﬁnishing in
Santiago de Chile on January 20. The photo shows
SHERCO brand manager and Dakar 2013 competitor
Axel Heilenkotter along with Felipe Olivares, General
Director of MOTOREX Chile. Needless to say, the
SHERCO motorcycle importer in Chile not only uses
MOTOREX in all its racing activities, but also throughout its dealer network.

MALWA COUNTS ON SWISS QUALITY

Malwa International AB develops,

From the very ﬁrst day, the company

68 for the hydraulic system. The

manufactures and markets efﬁcient

has focused on producing small

engine and transmission are ﬁlled

and environmentally friendly for-

machines based on big-machine

with FARMER TRAC SAE 10W/30

estry equipment in a segment be-

technology. Its base machine, the

and the cooling system uses

low the larger machines. The com-

Malwa 460 forwarder, features

MOTOREX coolant.

pany was founded in 2009 by

state-of-the-art technology includ-

Magnus and Madeleine Wallin in

ing load-sensing hydraulics, a Dan-

“Our collaboration with MOTOREX

Hyssna, just outside Gothenburg.

foss hydrostatic transmission and

Nordic AB has gotten off to a great

In 2012 Malwa began to expand

Parker IQAN systems for both

start, and we are extremely pleased

beyond Sweden’s borders and the

loader and transmission. Malwa

with the support and expertise

company now has dealers in Nor-

currently uses MOTOREX products

offered by the MOTOREX staff,”

way, Poland, Switzerland and the

including COREX HV 46 and, in some

says Magnus Wallin.

Czech Republic.

markets, OEKOSYNT HEES 46 and

www.malwa.se
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WHAT’S NEW

Whether it’s construction machinery, commercial vehicles, passenger cars or stationary equipment,
they’re guaranteed to run with WINTER PROOF, no matter how long the cold weather lasts.

WINTER-READY WITH

WINTER PROOF

“First thing in the morning, it’s –14 below zero Celsius, and your engine refuses to
start. Could you still have some summer diesel in your tank or has water condensed,
frozen and blocked the filter?” You surely remember the last cold snap and all the
trouble people went through to bring their diesel engines back to life. With WINTER
PROOF and a few tips from MOTOREX, you’ll have no need to fear Jack Frost this year.
Winter temperatures have been relatively moderate in re-

has a cloud point of +5 °C, in their tanks if the cold

cent years, and diesel engines have performed well even

weather arrives suddenly. This shifts the overall cloud

during the colder seasons. From the third week of January

point sharply upwards. Companies also often fill up

to about the end of February 2012, however, a cold snap

their own tanks and fleet fueling facilities in the au-

meant extra work for many a mechanic. The lowest tem-

tumn, forgetting that this leaves them without ade-

perature in Europe – 45° below zero Celsius – was meas-

quate protection against waxing. The resulting break-

ured on the Glattalp in Canton Schwyz at 1,800 meters

downs and work stoppages are not only frustrating,

above sea level. In general, vehicles and machinery in

but can also cost a great deal of money.

high altitude regions such as Engadin tend to be quite
well prepared for winter and low temperatures.

AT THE RIGHT MOMENT
In extreme cold though, problems can occur even with

6

COLD-PROOF DOWN TO –20 °C

winter diesel. Adding MOTOREX WINTER PROOF to fuel

Most fuel companies offer winter diesel with a cloud

early, while temperatures are still above +5 °C, prevents

point of –15° to –20 °C from mid-November until the

early crystallization of wax particles. WINTER PROOF

end of February. The busier ﬁlling stations generally

uses special additives to inﬂuence crystal growth, result-

have winter fuel, but smaller stations in the lower re-

ing in a large quantity of wax crystals that are small

gions sometimes still have some summer diesel, which

enough to pass through the fuel ﬁlter instead of fewer

HOW CLOUD POINT IMPROVER WORKS

+

Sharp increase in large wax crystal formation:
poor ﬂow characteristics
(in cold weather)

=

WINTER PROOF
added
(at +5 °C)

Controlled formation of small wax crystals:
good ﬂow characteristics
(in cold weather)

Always add WINTER PROOF before fueling. Let the engine
run for ﬁve minutes to ensure the cold protection reaches
the entire system.

An unexpected cold spell is all it takes
for wax crystals to shut down the fuel
system, for example by clogging the ﬁlter.

bigger ones. This greatly improves the fuel’s cold ﬁlter

• Keep vehicles and equipment indoors

plugging point (CFPP). MOTOREX WINTER PROOF is suita-

It is particularly important to clear
water condensation from the fuel
ﬁlter and tank regularly.

during extreme cold.

ble for both diesel fuel (but not biodiesel!) and heating oil.

• Make sure batteries are always well charged.

But don’t wait till it’s too late! Adding WINTER PROOF

• Check alternator V-belt tension.

won’t dissolve wax crystals that have already formed.

• Check motor oil viscosity.

VALUABLE TIPS

BEFORE FUELING

In general, it’s a good idea to take the precautionary

Shake WINTER PROOF well and pour it into the tank

measures below with exposed vehicles and diesel-pow-

before fueling. The mixing ratio depends on the quality

ered machinery:

of the diesel fuel. One liter of WINTER PROOF is enough

• Check early whether diesel fuel is winter-ready.

to winterize 250 to 1000 liters of diesel.

• Add WINTER PROOF for comprehensive protection.
• Remove water from fuel systems, tanks and ﬁlters daily.

MOTOREX’s Technical Customer Service and your re-

• Change fuel ﬁlters regularly.

gional representative will be glad to answer any

• Protect and/or insulate exposed ﬁlters, hoses and pipes.

questions you may have. Because one thing is sure –

• Try to park vehicles in locations that are shielded

next winter is coming, and there are bound to be some
very cold days! •

from wind.
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MOTOR OIL

NEXT GENERATION:

MOTOREX NEXUS FE SAE 5W/30
Up to now the commercial vehicle sector has focused on reducing pollutants. Now this focus
is shifting perceptibly towards decreasing CO2 emissions, something that can only be
achieved by cutting fuel consumption. In developing the new NEXUS FE in low-friction SAE
5W/30 viscosity, MOTOREX is delivering the solution for greater fuel efficiency – today.
Heavy diesel engines are steadily breaking new ground

ard, which will take effect in January 2014. In dialog

in materials and technologies. Stricter emission stand-

with the leading engine manufacturers, MOTOREX is

ards and the need to cut fuel consumption are forcing

developing the lubricants of tomorrow today. Keeping

commercial vehicle manufacturers all around the world

the latest generation of engines equipped with inno-

to do planning and development years in advance. These

vative exhaust gas treatment systems running effi-

efforts include a technology push to meet the Euro 6 stand-

ciently and economically requires a low-SAPS motor

Photo: Aroitner, fotolia.com

oil (with very low sulfate ash, phosphorus and sulfur
content). In addition there are always new manufacturers’ specifications to meet, many of them ﬁnalized
only shortly before they take effect.

FORMULA POINTS THE WAY AHEAD
With its new NEXUS FE (Fuel Economy) low-lubricity
motor oil, MOTOREX is adding a low-SAPS oil in the
groundbreaking SAE 5W/30 viscosity class to its range.
Its low viscosity and special additives result in a measMinimizing fuel consumption pays off for operators and the environment
alike. MOTOREX NEXUS FE SAE 5W/30 is a valuable part of the solution.

8

urable improvement in fuel efﬁciency. Quality base oils
and additives keep the engine clean in all operating

high

THE FRICTION CURVE ACCORDING TO STRIBECK
Fn

Friction μ = has impact on fuel consumption
low

Fn

Fn

V

NEXUS FE SAE 5W/30
APPROVALS

V

d

V

Sliding
surfaces
— = Lubricant film

Fn = Normal force
d = Distance between surfaces
Hydrodynamic lubrication
— = Standard SAE 15W/40 motor oil
— = MOTOREX NEXUS FE SAE 5W/30

Solid-to-solid
lubrication

Mixed
lubrication

Hydrodynamic
lubrication

ACEA E9, E7, E6
API CJ-4, CI-4/ SN
MB-Approval 228.51
MAN M 3477, M 3271-1
VOLVO VDS 4, VDS 3, CNG
Renault RXD, RLD-3, RLD-2, RGD
Deutz DQC IV-10LA
MTU Type 3.1, Cummins CES 20081
MACK EO-M Plus, EO-O, Premium Plus, EO-N
CAT ECF-3, ECF-2, ECF-1a
Safety + Performance:
MB 228.31

PERFECT SOLUTION
FOR SCANIA TOO
Moderate wear

High wear

No wear
Sliding speed v

NEXUS FE SAE 5W/30’s innovative additive package brings optimum protection against
wear in the boundary and mixed lubrication phases.

The new MOTOREX POWER LD SAE
10W/40 is the perfect engine oil for
SCANIA, which demands the LDF-3
manufacturer’s specification.

conditions while offering high shear stability and

the parts lie in fixed contact, not separated by a film

long-lasting protection against wear.

of lubricant. Once the engine starts, the lubricant ﬁlm
gradually builds up. The system passes through the

MOTOREX NEXUS FE is one of the ﬁrst engine oils to

phases of boundary lubrication and mixed lubrication

meet both the ACEA E6 and API CJ-4 specifications.

until the sliding surfaces are fully separated by a hydro-

Experts will be quick to spot the numerous uses for this

dynamic lubricant ﬁlm.

type of oil. Until now, customers have had to use two
different oils to meet both speciﬁcations, making the

Thicker oils such as SAE 15W/40 form a stable lubricant

new NEXUS FE a pioneer in simpliﬁed inventory man-

ﬁlm more quickly during the mixed lubrication phase

agement as well.

than thinner ones such as SAE 5W/30 oils (see illustration). To minimize wear in this critical phase, low-

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

viscosity MOTOREX NEXUS FE uses an innovative

As MOTOREX’s most advanced low-SAPS fuel economy

anti-wear additive package. This keeps the friction

motor oil for commercial vehicles, NEXUS FE SAE

coefﬁcient and wear low during the mixed lubrication

5W/30 offers considerable advantages because it:

phase. Later, during the ﬂuid lubrication phase, the

• Measurably reduces fuel consumption,

lower viscosity results in markedly lower friction resist-

thereby decreasing CO2 emissions
• Provides outstanding protection against wear

ance, which in turn means higher efﬁciency and lower
fuel consumption. Depending on operating condi-

• Is extremely versatile

tions, engines produce an average of 93 % of their

• Is perfect for EURO 6 engines

output during the ﬂuid lubrication phase – a strong

(observe manufacturers’ recommendations)

argument for using MOTOREX NEXUS FE SAE 5W/30
to keep fuel consumption low.

THE PERFECT FRICTION CURVE
The Stribeck Curve describes how frictional force varies

Your MOTOREX partner will be glad to answer any

as a function of sliding speed. A range of friction and

questions you may have about NEXUS FE SAE 5W/30

lubricant conditions occur in diesel engines. At rest,

and whether it’s suitable for your vehicle ﬂeet. •
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REPORT

Ernst Hess AG’s taxis in Lucerne run practically nonstop, covering up to 500,000 kilometers before they are replaced.
MOTOREX lubricants play an important role in keeping them safe and roadworthy all the way.

Sleepless

in Lucerne
Taxis: there are millions of them on the road, adding their distinctive note to the
urban landscape at all times of day and night. Yellow, red, blue, black, or white, cabs
play an important role in individual transportation. We learned what it takes to
run a successful taxi company and keep the vehicles running smoothly on our visit
to central Switzerland’s biggest taxi operator, Taxi Ernst Hess AG in Lucerne.

10

“Taxi Ernst Hess, guten Tag!” – the greeting rings out

a second screen. She can then give the customer an

practically nonstop during peak hours at the central

estimated time of arrival for the taxi while minimizing

switchboard. When customers call from a landline

the distance between fares for the driver. A clever solu-

phone, their address and number pop up immediately

tion, and one that company founder Ernst Hess could

on the operator’s screen. Using the fleet dispatching sys-

hardly have imagined in 1957. But the taxi business, like

tem installed in 2000, the operator can find the nearest

so many others, has been revolutionized by computers

available or occupied cab in real time by glancing at

and vertical-market software.

Cabs wait for their next fare at several taxi ranks in
Lucerne. Waiting times are extremely costly as well as
tiring for drivers.

First contact: intently focused, an operator takes an
order and enters the passenger’s information in the
vehicle dispatching system.

Passengers not only want drivers to drive carefully, but
also to give friendly and attentive service. Fredi Steffen is
on the job.

Nowadays the family business is run by André Hess with

… DEPENDABLE VEHICLES

the support of sister Astrid and brother Bruno. In addition

Each year the vehicle fleet covers some 2.5 million kilo-

to traditional cabs, the company operates minibuses

meters. For generations the Hess family has upheld a

and three tour buses to serve additional segments of

commitment to quality. Most of the cars that pick up

the passenger transportation business. For special occa-

customers are white Mercedes-Benzes® adorned with the

sions, the company also offers an exclusive limousine

company’s distinctive blue-green stripe. The fleet also

service using two Mercedes-Benz® S-class sedans.

includes other makes such as Volvos® and Toyotas®. To
keep its image burnished, the successful taxi company

GOOD STAFF AND …

runs only late-model vehicles which it keeps impeccably

Keeping 40 or so taxis running 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year takes skill and savvy on more levels than one.
An average of 10 operators work three shifts at the
telephone switchboard. Ernst Hess Taxi AG employs

Taxi passengers’ emotions are
always along for the ride

over 100 full-time and part-time drivers. Additional
back-up drivers pitch in for Hess at peak times such as

maintained. “With steadily improving fuel efficiency

weekends, New Year’s Eve and Carnival. Cab drivers

and safety, it pays to keep up with the newer models,”

need a professional taxi driver’s license, a courteous

explains André Hess in the company repair shop. With

manner and good driving skills, and have to be reliable.

diesel and gas prices rising steadily, fuel consumption is

Brothers André and Bruno Hess still take the wheel

a major cost factor. The old hands among the drivers

themselves from time to time, whether for training

make a point of showing off their fuel-efficient driving

purposes, to show the flag in emergencies, or simply to

skills, but construction sites, queues and stop-and-go

gather direct feedback from the taxi ranks.

traffic can send costs spiraling even in Lucerne.
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REPORT CONTINUED

Regulations require each cab to be equipped with a tachograph that records
trip data. Analyzing the data is the job of general manager André Hess.

The company minimizes downtime by running its own
repair shop. Chief mechanic Alessandro Cadorna relies
on MOTOREX lubricants and care products.

The cabs undergo regular cleaning and prep work in the shop and by drivers
between fares. A clean cab is the best calling card.

ADVANTAGES OF AN
IN-HOUSE WORKSHOP

DUTIES AND PLEASURES
OF LIFE ON THE ROAD

Two full-time mechanics see to the health of the com-

Full-time cab drivers work a twelve-hour shift, which

pany’s four-wheeled “tools of the trade”. Vehicles are

must include at least 1.5 hours of break time under the

outfitted with the latest taxi equipment at the compa-

Work and Rest Time Ordinance (ARV). To ensure com-

ny’s own workshop. Front brakes are replaced every

pliance, each taxi is equipped with a tachograph that

20,000 kilometers. Maintenance work on vehicles with

records break times. All taxi-specific equipment, inci-

included service contracts is done at the workshops

dentally, is also installed in Hess’s workshop. A display

specified in the contract. All other maintenance and

with a radio data link to headquarters shows the driver
the customer’s exact address and has many other

For ﬂuids, Taxi Ernst Hess
is a loyal MOTOREX customer

useful features. In the latest generation of MercedesBenz® cabs, the inside rear-view mirror even displays the
cost of the trip. Ernst Hess taxi passengers who are short
of cash can pay online with any major credit card – a
strong selling point for business travelers and tourists

care is performed by the two mechanics on staff.

especially.

For fluids, Taxi Ernst Hess is a loyal MOTOREX custom-
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er. Low-ash MOTOREX LA-X 5W/30 keeps all engines

A RIDE WITH FREDI TO THE LION MONUMENT

running smoothly and undamaged over an average

Professional cab drivers come from a wide range of

service life of 500,000 kilometers! The lubricant’s ideal

occupations and nationalities, and their characters are

low-lubricity characteristics and extremely low evapo-

equally varied. MOTOREX Magazine had the oppor-

rative loss pay off in hard cash.

tunity to ride along and chat with Fredi Steffen. He has

Along with regular customers, tourists and businesspeople are important
sources of revenue. Taxi businesses are especially sensitive to changes in
the economic climate.

Regular passenger Stephan (right): Several times a
week Fredi Steffen drives disabled passenger Stephan
from his parents’ house to a day center and back.

An increasing number of customers pay online by credit or debit card, entering
their PIN (personal identiﬁcation number). Modern times, even in the taxi
business.

The needs of passengers big and small are accommodated
wherever possible. Customers who need a child seat should
request one when ordering a cab.

experienced a thing or two in his career, and passen-

COMPETITION IS FIERCE

gers appreciate his straightforward, sincere but al-

Competition in the taxi business is generally intense.

ways discreet manner – so much so that a few of them

Each city has its own rules, and the quality of transport

have become personal friends. When occasional prob-

services varies widely. Independent drivers often have

lems arise with passengers who speak a foreign language, Fredi handles them adroitly with a smile and a
friendly gesture. Only once did he end up at the wrong
destination, when one Asian woman’s pronunciation

Repeat customers appreciate
the personal contact

was so hard to understand that he mistakenly drove
her to the youth hostel before figuring out the name of

trouble keeping track of all their costs, cutting prices to a

a five star hotel!

point where they have little left for themselves in the
end. Taxi operators must be ready at all times to provide

It is not uncommon for frequent taxi passengers to ask

a proper service to passengers with lots of baggage or a

for the same driver every time. “Older people especial-

pet or who have had a few too many drinks, even at four

ly want to know who they’re riding with,” says Fredi

in the morning. It’s not always easy, as André Hess can

Steffen. E. Hess taxis often take people shopping, carry

relate. The driver’s appearance, the condition of the car

tourists on personalized sightseeing tours or whisk

and courtesies such as opening the door or helping with

businesspeople to Zurich airport. Fredi Steffen espe-

luggage can make a big difference. “This is Marlies in

cially enjoys his regular trips carrying passengers with

Hess taxi 48, please prepare a child seat for a ten-year-old

disabilities. Besides exercising his driving skills, these

girl; I’ll be at HQ in about three minutes,” calls a driver on

offer him the chance to give back to the community

the radio. The taxi business never sleeps; as one shift

and help others.

ends, a new one begins. • www.hesstaxi.ch
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EXPORT

New from MOTOREX: A wide range of
high-quality polyester foam air ﬁlters.

NEW: MOTOREX AIR FILTER
MOTOREX has a great deal of expertise in the field of air filter oils
and cleaning products. Now the Swiss lubricant technology specialist
has applied this knowledge to develop a perfectly tuned assortment
of high-quality polyester foam filters.
Air ﬁlters are mostly kept tucked away, but we expect

engineered to meet just these performance expecta-

them to withstand a wide range of conditions and keep

tions. The heart of every MOTOREX AIR FILTER is the ﬁlter

an equally wide range of substances from harming our

medium, which is made of a polyester foam material

engines. Whether it’s the finest sand, coarse sludge

developed specially for off-road use. The material is easy

or abrasive dust, the natural elements are all too quick

to clean compared to conventional cotton gauze or paper

to swirl their way into the air ﬁlter housing. To keep an

ﬁlters, dries quickly and can be returned to service after

engine running at top performance at all times, the

a short interval. The special polyester mixture resists

air ﬁlter must provide reliable protection against the

heavy contamination and retains its shape and ﬁltering

smallest contaminants while also allowing it to breathe

properties even after numerous washes. Each filter

freely in even the dirtiest environments.

consists of two layers of open-cell polyester foam of
different porosity flame-laminated into a single unit.

14

SOPHISTICATED ENGINEERING

The cells of the outer layer act as a pre-ﬁlter, stopping

Developed in cooperation with a renowned European

coarse contaminants, while the fine-pored inner cell

manufacturer, MOTOREX AIR FILTERS are specially

layer reliably ﬁlters out even the smallest dirt particles.

MOTOREX AIR FILTERS are the right choice for keeping
your engine breathing easy even under extreme conditions.

This cross section clearly shows several layers of open-cell
polyester foam of differing porosity bonded into a single
structure.

The MOTOREX AIR FILTER CLEANING KIT includes cleaner and air ﬁlter oil along with extras like a dirt
grille and a cleaning and oiling basin.

FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

is a major advantage. MOTOREX has also developed a

But MOTOREX AIR FILTERS not only offer maximum pro-

special line of cleaning and oiling products to go with

tection, they also set the stage for top engine perfor-

them. RACING BIO DIRT REMOVER in powder form and

mance. These high-performance ﬁlters are designed for

RACING BIO LIQUID POWER ﬁlter oil not only deliver top

improved air volume around the ﬁlter and increased

performance, they are also biodegradable. The complete

pressure at the intake, but they are also signiﬁcantly

AIR FILTER CLEANING KIT, for professional air ﬁlter care

slower to clog than conventional ﬁlters in off-road con-

from A to Z, rounds out a full range of air ﬁlter products.

ditions. The special cell structure also allows for higher
airﬂow than conventional ﬁlters even when dirty. The

ORIGINAL FILTER REPLACEMENTS

engine responds with more performance, better torque

All MOTOREX AIR FILTERS are certiﬁed for street use and

and signiﬁcantly greater responsiveness.

are produced in the European Union. They can be used as
direct replacements for original ﬁlters without further

THE WINNING COMBINATION

modiﬁcation and are available for all major motocross,

MOTOREX AIR FILTERS’ practically unlimited reusability

ATV, Enduro and cross-country models. •
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Photos: SA Event & Snowmobile Lapland

NORDIC

CALL OF THE WILD
A growing number of people are responding to the call of the outdoors by racing through
snow-covered landscapes on snowmobiles and discovering the fascinating beauty of
the far North. And that’s precisely what Sune Andersson of SA Event in Vilhelmina in
southern Lapland is offering. The professional outdoors man relies on proven MOTOREX
products for his motor sleds and other vehicles.
When you book an experience with SA Event in the

collaboration with Snowmobile Lapland. The latter com-

Swedish part of Lapland, you’re sure to get your money’s

pany markets and organizes each event with impeccable

worth. Sune Andersson and his team offer a multitude of

professionalism; SA Event then carries them out.

exciting activities in the great outdoors. Of course a
certain level of physical ﬁtness is expected, given that

SWISS QUALITY

temperatures around 30° below zero Celsius are not un-

Sune Andersson’s top priority is having reliable vehicles,

common! That’s no problem for the secret stars of the

especially in difﬁcult conditions. Their engines are often

scene, however: they’re all equipped with powerful en-

started in extremely low temperatures and are then run

gines and perfectly prepared for heavy-duty performance.

at full load soon after reaching the prescribed minimum
temperature. In convoy sledding, moreover, smoke-
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A WIDE SELECTION

free fuel combustion is a must, even for two-stroke

Each event is tailor-made for customers and designed to

engines. Developed in close collaboration with leading

deliver not only driving skills, but also and especially

international snowmobile manufacturers and pro-

fun. SA Event offers snowmobile classes, safety training,

duced using selected raw materials and innovative

excursions and pure fun programs – and these are just a

formulas, MOTOREX’s POLAR motor oils are in the top

few of the activities that the creative company offers in

class worldwide.

Class participants learn to navigate slippery surfaces on snow and ice, feeling
their way to the physical limits.

Fascinated by everything to do with engines: Sune Andersson,
proprietor of SA Event, knows the importance of top-quality
lubricants.

In extremely low temperatures, reliable snowmobiles are the most crucial factor
in any event. Afterwards participants can enjoy a sauna as a reward.

Fully synthetic SAE 0W/40 special formula POLAR

FULL SERVICE ON REQUEST

SYNT 4T (API SM, SL, SJ) is perfectly designed for oper-

As an experienced organizer, Snowmobile Lapland

ation at very low temperatures. Operators of two-

offers a full range of accompanying services for events

stroke engines can choose between fully synthetic

to make sure every guest and every group gets its money’s

POLAR SYNT 2T or semi-synthetic ADVENTURE 2T

worth. On request, participants can take advantage of a

(both API TC, JASO FD, ISO-L-EGD). The state-of-the-art

unique full-service package. A plane provides a comfort-

formulas of these two-stroke motor oils offer improved

able ﬂight to Vilhelmina Airport. After that the package

lubrication and antiwear properties, cold-start be-

includes everything from transportation, accommoda-

havior and low-residue combustion. All MOTOREX

tion and the event itself through to meals – to say no-

snowmobile motor oils are available in the practical

thing of having the magniﬁcent Swedish landscape

“elephant trunk” bottle as well as other package

right next door. Although it’s sure to be cold, the antici-

sizes.

pation of breathtaking activities, and of course the
region’s typical wood-burning saunas, bathe the entire

A VERY SLIPPERY RIDE

experience in a warm, golden (northern) light. •

One especially popular activity is riding on ice trails.

www.saevent.se

A wide range of vehicles such as cars, crosskarts, quads,

www.snowmobilelapland.com

motorcycles and of course snowmobiles can be used to
safely practice “drifting” in a controlled slide on snow
and ice. It’s not just enormous fun, but also gives participants a controlled way to practice driving in extreme
situations after first attending a theoretical presentation to help understand what’s going on. SA Event
generally offers snow and ice classes during the period
from January to April.
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No oval ice circuit is
complete without a
good old Volvo – with
rear-wheel drive,
of course!
Guaranteed fun.
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INDUSTRY

Small but exquisite – HK Precision Parts
in Ronkonkoma, NY (photo: Hans Kocher)
has established itself as a precision
manufacturer of bar turning parts
specializing in “Swiss-style turning”.

HK PRECISION PARTS:
SWISS QUALITY, MADE IN THE USA!
When Hans Kocher came to the United States in the 1980s, he brought with him not
just a love for the land of opportunity, but also a great deal of expertise in bar turning.
By 1994, the quality-obsessed Swiss national was ready to take the leap of starting
his own business by founding HK Precision Parts Inc. Swiss machine tools and MOTOREX
are both key contributors to his success story.
A native of Meinisberg near Biel/Bienne, Hans Kocher

various types of steel, titanium and synthetic materials.

founded the company in New York State in 1994 to-

The company covers every area of machining, from

gether with his wife. Today the ﬁrm, which is based in

challenging one-off pieces to comprehensive mass pro-

Ronkonkoma on Long Island, New York occupies an area

duction.

of roughly 1,115 square meters and employs eight

18

people. HK Precision Parts uses more than 18 different

SPECIALIZING IN “SWISS-STYLE TURNING”

machines, mostly from Star and Tornos, to produce

In the United States, “Swiss-style turning” refers to the

turned parts from non-ferrous metals, aluminum,

conceptual standard design of long-turning automatic

HK is nothing if not international. People from five
countries work here on a range of machines that is
precisely tailored to the requirements of the market.

Thanks to business leaders with a knack for innovation, cutting oil has
shed its image as a “low-interest” product. These days it is capable of truly
masterful performance between the cutting tool blade and the workpiece.

screw machines. The required tolerances are in the

extremely careful not to mix the ﬂuid with any other

micrometer range – in other words, down to one ten

lubricants. As a result, only tiny quantities of oil need to

thousandth of a millimeter or inch. For a long time, com-

be disposed of, which in the United States costs more

bining long-turning automatic screw machines with

than the new product itself! For years, this proven

CNC control was seen as quite exotic, and the industry

approach has helped HK Precision Parts save costs, there-

continued to work with conventional ﬁxed-head lathe/

by steadily improving process consistency and produc-

chucker turning machines for many years. By employing

tivity in the face of tough competition. Using SWISSCUT

the latest Tornos and Star machining centers, Hans

ORTHO NF-X, which is free of chlorine, zinc and heavy

Kocher put his faith in high tech from the very start.

metals, also improves the quality of the workplace.

HK PRECISION PARTS MEETS EUROLINE INC.
While searching for high-quality, high-performance

CUTTING COSTS – PROTECTING
THE ENVIRONMENT

machining ﬂuids in 1998, Hans Kocher met Peter Feller,

By eliminating disposal costs and various complex

owner of Euroline Inc. of New Milford. Euroline also has

procedures required when working with multiple types

Swiss roots and has been importing MOTOREX products

of cutting oil, HK Precision Parts makes optimum use

to the United States for over 25 years. With a core com-

of production capacity even with a mixed machining

petency in industrial applications, Peter Feller knows

workload. The result is significant cost optimization,

what many clients want from modern cutting oils and

easily offsetting the Swiss product’s slightly higher

coolant-lubricants: suitability for any kind of work

purchase price according to Hans Kocher’s calculations.

along with high performance and easy handling.

The bottom line is that he can produce for 12% less with
ORTHO NF-X. A perfectly ﬁtting result for the USA, the

BREAKTHROUGH WITH ORTHO NF-X

land of superlatives. •

Anyone running a bar turning operation understands

www.eurolineusa.com

the fundamental signiﬁcance of cutting oil. Thanks to

www.hkprecision.com

ORTHO NF-X’s vast range of applications, MOTOREX has
not only won over Hans Kocher, but also several other
companies in the United States. Its universal range of
uses and top quality have a direct bearing on its convenience and cost efﬁciency. For example, ORTHO NF-X can
be used to process ﬁrst stainless steel, then aluminum
and ﬁnally brass without the need for a ﬂuid change.
This has reduced HK’s logistics expenses (–60%) and
recycling costs (–96 %) significantly. The latter was
achieved in part by periodically filtering the cutting
oil and topping up with fresh ORTHO NF-X, being
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This 15-mm high-precision brass atomizer shaft for a textile machine
was manufactured on a Tornos Deco 2000 shortly after ﬁnishing a series
of stainless steel parts using ORTHO NF-X.
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Photo: Gletscherbahnen Kaprun AG

PRACTICE

GREASE 3800 TS LASTS
At 3029 meters, the station at the peak of the Kitzsteinhorn is the highest point in the
Salzburg region that most people can comfortably access. To keep things running
smoothly, the maintenance pros here depend on MOTOREX 3800 TS long-life grease.
Keeping equipment running safely requires regular

A PROVEN FORMULA

lubrication in accordance with a maintenance and lu-

MOTOREX GREASE 3800 TS is a special long-lasting EP

brication plan. It doesn’t take an expert to know that

(extreme pressure) grease built on a semi-synthetic base

regularly lubricated systems are less subject to wear and

stock thickened with lithium soap. GREASE 3800 TS is

work more reliably. When it comes to safe operation

completely stable under high pressure and resistant to

of the 25 or so facilities and three state-of-the-art cable

oxidation. These characteristics make it perfect for initial

lifts in the Zell am See/Kaprun ski area, the mainte-

and ongoing lubrication of roller and slide bearings. It is

nance pros at Gletscherbahnen Kaprun AG depend on

an ideal choice for bearings exposed to extreme operating

MOTOREX 3800 TS long-life grease.

conditions and wide temperature ﬂuctuations, as in
cableways. Very good water resistance and exceptional
adhesiveness give the grease a long service life and significantly longer service intervals. The grease meets the
KP2 N-30 speciﬁcation under the DIN 51502 standard.

VERSATILE APPLICATIONS
This versatile technical grease can be used in the most
extreme temperature conditions (–30° to +140 °C). The
cableway pros in Kaprun use it to grease everything
from the roller assemblies of the pylons and cable
sheave bearings of all cableways to the running gear of
the aerial tramway. The maintenance staff particularly
appreciate the universal applicability and long greasing
intervals that are possible with GREASE 3800 TS.

Even in low temperatures, no special effort is needed when using GREASE 3800 TS
to freshly grease lubrication points. The grease and tools should, however, always
be stored at room temperature and kept safe from freezing.
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The lifts are ready and the ﬁrst snow has already fallen
– let the winter season begin! •
www.kitzsteinhorn.at

INSIDE

We are deeply saddened by the
passing of our senior boss and
longtime Chairman of the Board
Edy Bucher. After a brief hospital
stay, he was released from his
suffering at the age of 88. We
have lost a dedicated and genial
company leader, whose charisma
and goodness of heart will live
on in our memories.

A HEARTFELT THANK YOU FROM ALL OF US
Edy Bucher was a great leader whose broad outlook

As an entrepreneur, Edy Bucher was distinguished by

was always open to innovative ideas. With his tireless

his willingness to take considered risks, innate honesty

dedication, strong will and tenacity, he led MOTOREX

and persistency of action. Our MOTOREX brand, the

to worldwide success during over 50 years at the helm.

vision of imminent widespread motorization and with

His modest and helpful manner frequently transformed

it our courageous entry into the lubricant industry, the

contacts with customers and business associates into

green barrels, our systematic investments in buildings

lasting friendships.

and technical equipment as well as advertising were
the milestones on his road to success. Employee welfare,
fair pay, continuous training and a good workplace

“Every order is a gift,
not an imposition”

climate were always dear to his heart.
We all owe a debt of gratitude to Edy Bucher for his
decades of personal dedication to this venture to which

These wise words are his, and the example he set

he devoted his heart and soul. He made MOTOREX what

brought them to life for us again and again. In 1944,

it is; his mark is still visible everywhere, yesterday,

aged just 20, Edy Bucher joined his father’s company

today and tomorrow. His personality, his warmth and

and was confronted with the harsh business cli-

his indomitable will live on in all of us and will continue

mate of the times. The company was about to move

to show us the way. We bow before our leader of many

from Bützberg to Langenthal. Besides overseeing con-

years and his great life’s work. We miss Edy Bucher and

struction, he made sales calls with customers in the

will never forget him. •

surrounding area by bicycle. War raged just beyond
the Swiss borders, and raw material shortages caused

BUCHER MOTOREX Group

production shortfalls. Even after the war was over, a

Board of Directors, Management Board and staff

dearth of goods to sell kept him from fully resuming
what he considered his “most enjoyable activity” –
personal sales visits to customers in his converted
charcoal-powered car. Every day the small team struggled to keep the company alive. These deprivations and
worries had a profound impact on the junior manager,
strengthening his pioneering spirit, straightforward
character and iron will. He sold with enthusiasm and
an inner ﬂame, knowing that his customers were his
real employer.
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BOX

Photo aus Film: www.werkzeux.tv

All too often, there is a wide gap
between the beneﬁts a product offers in theory and in practice. Not at
MOTOREX. In a fun series of “practical” tests, the team at werkzeux.tv
put MOTOREX PROTEX textile and
leather waterprooﬁng spray through
a number of extreme trials. Don’t
try these at home! The tool pros at
werkzeux.tv used a pressure washer

DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME!
and a firehose to test PROTEX’s
waterproofing performance. The
trial subjects all wore more-or-

Extreme testing methods give humorous proof of MOTOREX
PROTEX’s outstanding waterprooﬁng performance.

less appropriate equipment. The
result: the gear waterproofed with

protection of all textiles and leather

PROTEX passed every test with ﬂy-

against moisture and oil? That is

ing colors – while the unprotected

worth trying at home! •

subjects were soaked from head to

For a link to the video, visit

foot! Applying PROTEX for lasting

www.motorex.com/protex.

Photo: Bimota S.r.l.

DID YOU KNOW ABOUT OUR COLLABORATION WITH BIMOTA?

OTTOREX
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Rimini, known throughout Europe

2003 the company has produced a

for its beaches, gelato and pizza, has

range of models developed in-house

far more to offer than just these cli-

and powered by exclusive Ducati®

chés. The exclusive BIMOTA motor-

engines. For its lubricant needs, the

cycle brand was founded in Rimini

innovative Italian manufacturer

by three gentlemen named Bianchi,

works exclusively with MOTOREX,

Morri and Tamburini (hence BI-

generally recommending MOTOREX

MO-TA) and specializes in tuning

MOTOLINE lubricants for all of its

and converting top Suzuki, Honda,

bikes. Benvenuta BIMOTA! •

Kawasaki and Yamaha bikes. Since

www.bimota.it

Merry Christmas
The new MOTOREX timepieces are here. High-quality and Swiss-made, now available in two bold
styles: sporty or stylish – the choice is yours.

CHRONOGRAPH RACING
Stainless steel housing, 46 mm diameter, water-resistant up
to 100 metres. With quartz movement, a date indicator and a
strong stainless steel strap. The MOTOREX logo is discreetly
printed on the strap fastening and the watch casing.
Packaged in a high-quality artiﬁcial leather box.

CHRONOGRAPH STYLE
Stainless steel housing, 41 mm diameter, water-resistant up
to 50 metres. With quartz movement, a date indicator and a
strong leather strap. The MOTOREX logo is discreetly printed
on the strap fastening and the watch casing. Packaged in a
high-quality artiﬁcial leather box.

Article No. 450999

Article No. 451000

For your order, please use the card in the center of this magazine. Please ask your MOTOREX importer about the availability,
price and delivery time of the above articles. Thank you.

MOTOREX DOESN’T
MAKE JUST PRODUCTS.
BUT ALSO WORLD
CHAMPIONS.

Moto: Antonio Cairoli, MX1; Jeffrey Herlings, MX2; Antoine Meo, E1; Pierre Alexandre
Renet, E2; Christophe Nambotin, E3; Mathias Bellino, Enduro Juniors; Sandro Cortese,
Moto3. Mountain biking: Ralph Näf, MTB Cross Country Eliminator; Aaron Gwin, MTB
Downhill World Cup; Anton Cooper, MTB Cross Country Juniors; Victor Koretzky, MTB
Cross Country Juniors World Cup. Congratulations to all riders! www.motorex.com

